
Instructions for 
Assembly

Walk-About
Sidewalk sprayer

Tools needed:
11/16” wrench and socket with driver
¾” wrench with socket and driver
½” wrench and adjustable (Crescent) wrench
Wire cutter pliers



Lay out all parts

Then begin assembly of the buggy by adding the braces
and wheels to the main framework.  Leave  the shorter 
11/16” head bolts  and larger ¾” bolt very loose at this point. 
Use cotter flat washers and cotter pins  to secure wheels on 
axles.



Next assemble the handle to the main frame 
using the longer 11/16” bolts. Ensure that the 
support leg is attached to the front-most bolt 

and the rear-most bolt.

Next, mount the tank support onto the 
handle with the ½” head 2 ½” long
bolts

Note- if holes on tank support do 
not seem to  line up with the holes 
in the handle,
Remove the handle and flip it over.
Holes should now line up.



Now mount the output valve 
assembly onto the tank

Next, mount the tank onto the support
with the 6- ½” head bolts. Put each 

corner  bolt into the mounting plate ,then 
the remaining  two bolts.   Use extreme 
care  to not over torque.

Teflon tape can be used to seal the
threads if desired.

The Walk –About should now 
Look like this.



Begin attaching the tube boom to output 
valve downpipe

Then start at the short end of the boom
using the enclosed zip ties to attach
the boom to the under side of the axle.
NOTE- The tube boom can be rotated
To facilitate installation. Use care to not
block any of the dispersing holes, and 
assure holes are facing downward .

4 zip ties are included. Place one on the outboard edge of each 
side and 2 on either side of the main brace. Use wire cutters to 
remove excess  zip-tie 



Lastly, install the name plate using 
the ½” long 7/16 bolt and large flat 

washer



Your Walk-About sprayer 
is now ready for action.
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